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EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Software Engineer - XLR8 Development - Remote Feb 2024 - Present

● Developed full-stack applications for diverse clients, leveraging HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and TypeScript.
● Engineered client-facing application front ends using React, Angular, and Next.js.
● Implemented responsive user interfaces, utilizing frameworks such as SASS, TailwindCSS, and Material UI.
● Integrated and managed RESTful APIs, primarily focusing on Node.js and Python environments.
● Managed and manipulated data across various database systems, with PostgreSQL, MySQL, and MongoDB.

Web Developer - Freelance - Remote Aug 2023 - Feb 2024

● Created responsive websites for individual clients and businesses using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and TypeScript.
● Built responsive applications with user-friendly UX using such frameworks as React, Next.js 13, and Lit.js.
● Seamlessly incorporated APIs from external sources, enriching the application's capabilities and features.
● Developed engaging web applications using animations, utilizing such tools as Framer Motion, and React Spring.
● Executed testing procedures, employing Jest and Mocha.
● Deployed the web apps, leveraging platforms such as Netlify, Heroku, and Vercel.
● Utilized Prisma while working with the databases.
● Utilized Zustand and Redux for state management.

Frontend & CRO Engineer - Acronym Media - Remote June 2022 - Aug 2023

● Crafted fully-responsive applications, ensuring exceptional UX and meeting accessibility standards.
● Worked closely with designers to translate Figma prototypes into visually stunning user interfaces.
● Developed robust, responsive Ajax driven UIs with AJAX, CSS3, HTML5, ReactJS, JavaScript and TypeScript.
● Implemented CRO and UX best practices to enhance website performance and user satisfaction.
● Created UI elements which meet accessibility standards.
● Implemented improvements to enhance the UX of client websites utilizing JavaScript, TypeScript and React.
● Implemented version control using GIT to manage code repositories efficiently and facilitate collaborative

development efforts.
● Engineered test experiences in Adobe Target and InteractionStudio, tailored to national and international luxury

sector clients.
● Used such building tools as Webpack and Vite.
● Collaborated with cross-functional teams, including project managers, backend engineers, and designers.
● Redeveloped the frontend of the Analytics team's internal time tracking app, employing TypeScript, React and

Material UI.
● Developed user experiences for A/B/n, multivariate, and personalization programs using Adobe Target and

JavaScript.
● Optimized business logic for the main agency clients ,including A/B, Auto-Targeting, and Multivariate Testing.
● Instituted rigorous testing procedures employing Jest and Mocha, guaranteeing the reliability and robustness of

applications.

Web Developer - Freelance - Remote Jan 2021- June 2022

● Built user-centric websites, employing cutting-edge technologies such as React, Next.js, JavaScript, TypeScript,
and Node.js.

● Built and tested UI components using Storybook.
● Extensively utilized NoSQL databases, especially MongoDB as the primary database for most projects,

demonstrating deep expertise in database management and optimization to enhance application performance
and reliability.

● Implemented rigorous testing protocols with precision and expertise, utilizing Jest to fortify application reliability
and performance.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/martyna-codes/
https://www.martynacodes.com/
https://github.com/Martynacodes


Career Transition -Web Developer Bootcamp - Remote Jan 2020 - Jan 2021

● Successfully completed a web developer bootcamp, where I honed my skills in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Node.js,
MongoDB, and React.

PROJECTS

NomadDesk App Project Link Code
Skills - Javascript, TypeScript, Next.js 13, NodeJS, MongoDB, Cloudinary

● Developed a comprehensive full-stack web application using Next.js 13, enabling global users to efficiently search
and reserve coworking spaces around the world.

● The project featured a fully operational booking system, robust authorization mechanisms, and seamless CRUD
operations, all meticulously implemented with TypeScrip and Node.

● Created client-side routing using Next.js 13 App Router, enhancing the application's navigation and user
experience.

● Integrated key components such as dynamic calendars and interactive maps to facilitate user interactions.
● Leveraged MongoDB and Prisma databases to optimize data management and retrieval, thereby enriching the

application's performance and functionality.

Admin Dashboard App Project Link Code
Skills - Javascript, React, Material UI, Nivo Charts, Formik, Yup, Full Calendar

● Developed an admin dashboard application, leveraging technologies such as React, Material UI, Nivo Charts.
● Implemented four distinct charts to present sales data. Augmented the application's functionality with data tables

to showcase products and orders.
● Integrated a dedicated admin profile page, ensuring a seamless user experience and comprehensive

administrative control.

AI Image Generator App Project Link Code
Skills - Javascript, React, 3rd party API integration

● Crafted a fully responsive application harnessing the capabilities of the OpenAI API: DALL-E, and ChatGPT to
dynamically generate images in response to textual prompts.

SKILLS

HTML | CSS | JavaScript | TypeScript | React | Next.js | Node.js | Express | MongoDB | Redux | jQuery | Postgres | Git |
Prisma | Mocha | Jest | Unit Testing | Axios | Tailwind | Material UI | SCSS | AB Testing | Adobe Target | Docker

EDUCATION

The Web Developer Bootcamp
Udemy Certificate
HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, NodeJS, ExpressJS, MongoDB, Schema Design, AJAX, REST, Responsive Design, Flexbox

Master of Arts in Arts and Cultural Management
International University of Catalonia; Barcelona, Spain

Bachelor of Music in Piano Performance
Mykola Lysenko Lviv National Music Academy; Lviv, Ukraine

LANGUAGES

English Native Spanish Fluent Russian Intermediate

Polish Native Ukrainian Fluent

https://coworking-booking-fullstack-app.vercel.app/
https://github.com/Martynacodes/coworking-booking-fullstack-app
https://admin-dashboard-react-lp8ec8st5-martynacodes-projects.vercel.app/
https://github.com/Martynacodes/admin-dashboard-react-app
https://64ad73cd22f2e807e100b1b2--cozy-starlight-9eb433.netlify.app/
https://github.com/Martynacodes/ai-image-generating-app

